COCTAILS / KOKTAJLE
TATANKA
Bison grass flavoured vodka + apple juice + slices of green apple
Żubrówka + sok jabłkowy + plastry zielonego jabłka

£ 4.90

CUT CAT
Advocat liqueur + pure vodka + orange juice
Likier Advocaat + czysta wódka + sok pomarańczowy

£ 5.90

NEW !!! GREEN WITH ENVY
Pure vodka + Blue Curacao liquer + Sambuca + pineapple juice
Czysta wódka + liquer Blue Curacao + Sambuca + sok ananasowy

£ 7.50

FRESH TIME
Herbal flavoured vodka + lemonade + slice of fresh cucumber
Żołądkowa gorzka + lemoniada + plasterek ogórka zielonego

£ 4.90

TECO
Malibu + Blue Curacao liqueur + pineapple juice
Malibu + likier Blue Curacao + sok ananasowy

£ 5.90

NEW !!! DRUNK CRANE
Whisky + cranberry flavoured vodka + lemon juice + orange juice
Whisky + wódka żurawinowa + sok z cytryny + sok pomarańczowy

£ 5.90

TIPSY BLACKCURRANT
Herbal flavoured vodka + blackcurrant juice + cherry juice
Wódka żołądkowa gorzka + sok porzeczkowy + sok wiśniowy

£ 5.50

POLISH MARTINI
Bison grass flavoured vodka + honey flavoured vodka + apple juice
Żubrówka + krupnik + sok jabłkowy

£ 5.90

Wódki czyste 25ml

Żubrówka biała
40%vol
£2.30

Pure vodka 25ml

Krakus 40%vol
£2.00

Exceptionally mild pure vodka
of 40% strength, produced
Żubrówka Biała draws from from blending neutral spirit,
the natural wealth of the
luxury grain spirit and crystal
Białowieża Forest. It is a
clear water. This Vodka has
crystal clear version of the been famous for many years
acclaimed, throughout the
for its clear taste,
world, Żubrówka - one of the
most popular and best known
Polish brands.

Żytnia 40%vol
£2.10

Chleb-sól 40%vol
£2.00

Extra Zytnia Vodka is an
Highest quality grain vodka
excellent dry vodka and one
produced from speciality
of the most popular in
selected Polish grain and
Poland Zytnia is made from
distilled for real taste and
high quality rectified rye
purity. Chleb-sól (bread-salt)
spirit obtained from special
vodka revives the true
varieties of grain. This vodka
friendship of the ancient
has won numerous gold
bread and salt welcome in
medals for its taste.
Slavic home of all Europe.

Krupnik Premium
40%vol £2.10
BELVEDERE VODKA
40%vol
£4.70
The world’s first super premium
vodka, Belvedere represents the
pinnacle of the Polish vodkamaking tradition. Distilled
exclusively from the finest
Dankowski Gold Rye and
quadruple distilled to create the
perfect balance of character and
purity, Belvedere Vodka is the true
expression of luxury vodka.
Completely additive free and
diluted with water from Belvedere's
own artesian well, this is a vodka
that combines over 600 years of
vodka producing expertise with an
uncompromising commitment to
quality and heritage.

Polish vodka with centuriesold tradition produced from
selected species of grains
and crystal clear waters

Żołądkowa Gorzka
Czysta De Luxe
40%vol
£2.10
A crystal clear vodka has
taken the Polish market by
storm. It is produced from an
original recipe using a
process involving a sixphase distillation and
filtering over quartz.

Grand Maximum
40%vol
£2.20
Made from an old secret
recipe from the Podlasie
region. Grand Maximum, a
grain vodka, has a delicate
and harmonious taste with a
very special aroma.

Universum 40%vol
£2.20
Distilled four times from
local grains and purified
water producing the finest
taste and clarity.
Universum vodka
possesses a pleasing and
natural aroma.

Chopin Wheat is an elegant and unique vodka with a delicate aroma
coming in the notes of honey. On the palate noticeable touches of toffee
and vanilla.
Chopin Potato vodka has an alluring nose with subtle notes of vanilla
and green apple. It is creamy and well-rounded. with a reassuring
earthiness and a long, clean finish
Chopin Rye vodka is extraordinarily silky with a medium body A rich,
balanced finish and a lively hint of spice Clear with subtle aromas of rye
dough follow-through

New Chopin Vodka!
40% vol £3.30/25ml

